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Sammanfattning
Abstract 

We study the spin polarization and conductance in infinitely long quasi one-dimensional quantum wires under various conditions in an attempt to 
reproduce and to explain some of the anomalous conductance features as seen in various experiments. In order to accomplish this task we create an 
idealized model of a quantum wire in a split-gate semiconductor heterostructure and we perform self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations to 
determine the electron occupation and spin polarization. Based on those results we calculate the current through the wire as well as the direct and 
differential conductances. In the frame of the proposed model the results show a high degree of similarity to some of the experimentally observed 
conductance features, particularly the 0.25- and 0.85-plateaus. These results lead us to the conclusion that those conductance anomalies are in fact 
caused by the electrons spontaneously polarizing due to electron-electron interactions when an applied potential drives a current through the wire. 

Vi har studerat spinpolarisering och konduktans i oändligt långa kvasi-endimensionella kvanttrådar under olika externa egenskaper i ett försök att 
reproducera och förklara vissa av anomalierna i konduktansen som kan ses i olika experiment. För att åstadkomma detta så skapar vi en idealiserad 
modell av en kvanttråd i en så kallad ’split-gate’ halvledarheterostruktur och utför självkonsistenta Hartree-Fock beräkningar på den för att 
bestämma spinpolarisering och elektronbesättning. Utifrån dessa resultat så kan vi sedan beräkna strömen genom tråden så väl som konduktansen, 
både direkt och differentiell.  Inom denna idealiserade model så ser vi en stor likhet mellan några av de experimentellt observerade egenskaperna, 
speciellt de så kallade 0.25- och 0.85-platåerna. Detta leder oss till slutsatsen att dessa egenskaper orsakas av elektronernas spontana polarisering på 
grund av deras interaktion när en pålagd potential driver en elektrisk ström genom tråden. 
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We study the spin polarization and conductance in infinitely long quasi one-dimensional 
quantum wires under various conditions in an attempt to reproduce and to explain some of the 
anomalous conductance features as seen in various experiments. In order to accomplish this 
task we create an idealized model of a quantum wire in a split-gate semiconductor 
heterostructure and we perform self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations to determine the 
electron occupation and spin polarization. Based on those results we calculate the current 
through the wire as well as the direct and differential conductances. In the frame of the 
proposed model the results show a high degree of similarity to some of the experimentally 
observed conductance features, particularly the 0.25- and 0.85-plateaus. These results lead us 
to the conclusion that those conductance anomalies are in fact caused by the electrons 
spontaneously polarizing due to electron-electron interactions when an applied potential 
drives a current through the wire. 
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As the development of semiconductor components like microchips makes the devices smaller 
and smaller they begin to approach the quantum limit where conductance behavior is no 
longer ohmic. When that happens it is important to know the exact conductance properties of 
such devices. There are also potential applications of low-dimensional devices within 
nano-spintronics and quantum computers where the functionality is directly dependent of the 
quantum effects in such devices. 

My diploma work will focus on the spin polarization and conductance properties seen in 
split-gate semiconductor heterostructures as a consequence of electron-electron interactions. 
A schematic drawing of such a device is shown in figure 1.1 below. 

Figure 1.1 – A schematic drawing of a quantum wire created by layering Gallium Arsenide and Aluminum-Gallium 
Arsenide and generating the Quasi one-dimensional constriction by use of split metal gates. 

By layering Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and Aluminum-Gallium Arsenide (AlGaAs) in a 
heterostructure as seen in the image above a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed 
in the interface between the GaAs and AlGaAs layers [1]. A split metal gate is then placed on 
top of the structure and a negative gate potential (VG) is applied between the gate and the 
2DEG in order to deplete the electron gas underneath the gate leaving only a narrow channel 
with free electrons, a quasi one-dimensional electron gas (Quasi 1DEG) that will function as a 
quantum wire (QW) [2]. 

In experiments performed on such wires using different gate voltages, VG, between the 
metal gate and the electron gas, and different bias potentials (VSD), between the two ends, 
source and drain, of the wire in order to drive a current, it is revealed that conductance 
becomes quantized in steps of ��� ��  Siemens [2],[3], where e is the electron charge and h is 
Planck’s constant. The factor 2 is for spin degeneracy so in a situation where the electrons are 
spin split, like in an external magnetic field, conductance will appear in half-steps as well. 
This expression for the conductance is called the Landauer expression and occurs because the 
electrons in the wire arrange themselves in quantized energy bands and each occupied band 
provides a fixed amount of conductance, regardless of the exact amount of electrons in it, or 
the bias potential driving the current. 

Experiments also show other conductance behavior, for instance the Zero-Bias anomaly 
[4]. Or fractional conductance steps, such as the 0.25 and 0.85 plateaus [5] and the the 0.7 
features [6] where conductance is approximately 0.25, 0.85 respectively 0.7 of ��� �� . The 
cause of these features is not fully understood yet and is a matter of research. It has been 
suggested that spontaneous spin polarization occurs within the wire [7] and may be involved 
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in some of those features so that is where I will focus my work. I perform self-consistent 
Hartree-Fock calculations on a model system of a Quantum Wire in order to determine band 
occupation and spin splitting under various settings and then calculate the total current and 
conductance based on that using a model that has been proposed and used before by others 
[8],[9]. The zero-bias anomaly or 0.7 conductance plateau were not seen in this work. Instead, 
clearly defined 0.25 and 0.85 plateaus in arrangements very similar to experimental results in 
applied source-drain bias [5] were discovered. I also get a 0.5 plateau that some would 
suggest to evolve into the 0.7 plateau in a sufficiently short wire [10],[11]. 

Figure 1.2 – Experimental data on the differential conductance GAC (dI/dVSD) which shows the 0.25 and 0.85 plateaus. 
The different lines are for different bias potentials VSD. The gate voltage VG is effectively the chemical potential of 
electrons in the wire. In my work VG is effectively represented by EF (Fermi energy). 
Image Source: T-M Chen et al [5]. 
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An actual quantum wire is a very complicated system, it is of finite length and the 
confinement potential is a saddle point constriction with a complicated mathematical form 
[2]. There are also issues with scattering due to rearrangements of electron states as they 
move from the 2DEG beyond the ends of the wire and into the wire. Another issue is how the 
bias potential VSD affects chemical potential and electron states. In order to perform 
calculations it will be necessary to simplify the problem into a manageable mathematical 
form. The model that I use is based on models used by others, including K-F Berggren [8],[9]. 

�����������������
��

I model the wire as infinitely long and with harmonic oscillator confinement potentials in the 
lateral directions [8],[12]. 

	
�� � �������� � �������� (2.1) 

In this expression m* is the effective electron mass, which for GaAs is 0.067 me, �y and �z

are confinement parameters for y- and z-direction respectively. Using (2.1) and applying a 
uniform magnetic field ��� running parallel to the wire, the following wave functions and 
eigenvalues for the electrons are obtained by use of the Schrödinger equation (A complete 
calculation of the wave function can be found in Appendix A.): ����� ��� �� �� � � !��"#���$����%�&�'���� � (�)���� � *+ � �,(�� � *- � �, (.��� � �/� 0 123�& �/ � 4����4 (2.2) 

where "#��� is the n-order harmonic oscillator wave function in the y-direction and $����
is the l-order harmonic oscillator wave function in the z-direction (with frequency ��� �.��� � �/�), their exact forms can be seen in Appendix A. %�&� is the spin-eigenfunction 
for spin state � and the wave functions, partials and complete, are normalized to a unit length 
of the wire. In the Zeeman splitting term, the spin � is either +½ or -½, µB is the Bohr 
magneton and the constant g is the g-factor of electrons within GaAs. The value of the 
g-factor is 0.44 for bulk GaAs, where as experiments on GaAs heterostructures have shown 
values more like 1.9. Exactly what value is correct for this type of structure is unknown and I 
will choose to set it to 1.9. Either way the choice has no significant relevance since all it will 
do is scale how large a magnetic field is required to generate a certain amount of Zeeman 
splitting. 

As can be seen according to the energy expression, the electrons will arrange themselves in 
parabolic bands as shown in figure 2.1. Given the differences in sublevels in y- and 
z-directions (�� 5 ��  typically) it can be assumed that only the lowest transverse mode $6��� is occupied (l = 0). That, along with the small spatial distribution in z-direction means 
that any z-component in either wave function or energy can be ignored. 

This solution of the wave function is not completely accurate since it does not take into 
account electron-electron interaction, but it will be seen to be adequate for my purposes, and I 
won’t have to solve the Hartree-Fock equation as a differential equation later on. 
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Figure 2.1 – A plot of the parabolic energy bands formed due to the geometry of the wire, with one pair of bands for 
each value of n. Generally the spin bands are degenerate but in the presence of a magnetic field, or if spontaneous 
splitting occurs, the degeneracy is lifted like in the figure. 

����������������������
���

While an actual quantum wire will experience scattering as the electrons pass between the 
2DEG and the wire as well as electron-electron scattering and electron-lattice scattering, I will 
ignore all such phenomena and instead treat the system using a free-electron model with fully 
ballistic transport. Any scattering can be expected to either be of little effect, or is simply too 
complicated to model within the limits of this project [2]. 

������������
��������

I will be performing calculations at various settings 
for the bias potential. How this potential affects the 
wire exactly is unknown, if the potential is the same 
over the length of a finite wire or if there are steps in 
it near the ends and how large those steps are. For 
the sake of simplicity I will model the bias potential 
by shifting the chemical potential symmetrically for 
electrons based on their direction of motion (the sign 
of the k-value)[13],[14]. This way the bias potential 
works on the band population only, without affecting 
band shape and the effects of the bias potential are 
also unaffected by the population. 

Figure 2.2 shows the chemical potential levels in 
the electron bands with 27 � '8 � 97:;�  and 2: � '8 0 97:;�  where EF is the Fermi energy. 

Figure 2.2 – Electron chemical potential. µS and 
µD represent the chemical potential in either 
direction, and the thick line is the part of the 
electron band that is occupied. 
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With this model the bias potential VSD will shift the chemical potential away from the Fermi 
energy. If the bias potential is large enough,<2: is less than the electron band ground state, 
then one, or multiple, bands can end up having electrons moving in only one direction. 

�� ���!�������"
�#��$����
��

In order to handle the electron-electron interaction I use the Hartree-Fock equation shown in 
equation (2.3). Since I already have a known wave function from using the Schrödinger 
equation it will be relatively easy to calculate. (Full calculations of the Hartree-Fock equation 
can be found in Appendix B.) 

=>���!�� � ? @A����B����=� �����B����!��BCD7E 0
0 ? @A����B����=�BCD7E �����!����B�� � '!�!�� (2.3) 

where =>�� is the single particle non-interacting Hamiltonian for a particle in external 
potentials only (the same Hamiltonian as in the Schrödinger equation). =����� is the two-
electron interaction potential. I will mainly perform calculations using a Dirac interaction 
potential, =:�����, but also a Coulomb potential, =F�����, in order to compare both of them, 
to see how well they perform compared to each other. 

=F����� � ��GHII6 JKL 0 KMNJ (2.4) 

=:����� � OPQKL 0 KMNRS O � �H (���� � H(��� (2.5) 

where KL and KMN are the vector positions of the two interacting electrons. The �-factor in the 
Dirac potential is a measure of the strength of the interaction and by applying a multiplier to it 
I can change the interaction strength to see results at different intensities. The � value given 
above gives a Dirac potential that is an adequate approximation of the interaction in a 
sufficiently screened electron gas [15]. In the Coulomb case I will also introduce mirror 
charges reflected in the semiconductor heterostructure surface, these mirror charges are 
located at a distance of 2 �6  above the electron gas. By multiplying both sides of the 
Hartree-Fock equation (2.3) with �!���  and integrating over spatial coordinates (1) the 
following equation for the energy of a single electron with wave function �!  is arrived at 
(assuming all wave functions normalized). 

'! � T�!��U=>��U�!��V � ? T�!���B���U=�����U�!���B���VBCD7E 0
0 ? T�!���B���U=�����U�B���!���VBCD7E

(2.6) 

or    '! � I! � IW 0 I
�
with I! - single particle energy, IW - hartree energy, I
� - exchange energy, each referring 

to one of the three terms in the total energy expression. This is the total energy of a single 
electron of state i and spatial distribution (1) under both external potential and interaction 
from every other electron in the system. 
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�� �����%��&���������
������&'�

The non-interacting energy of a single electron, I!, is as follows: 

I!�+� )� &� � T�!��U=>��U�!��V � (�)���� � *+ � �,(�� � �(.��� � �/� 0 123�& (2.7) 

which is the same as from the Schrödinger equation (2.2). The harmonic oscillator wave 
functions in z-direction is kept in the ground state in all cases, � is either +½ or -½ for up and 
down spin electrons respectively (parallel, anti-parallel). This term is dependent on k, n, � and 
magnetic field strength B but is independent of the choice of interaction potential. The third 
term is essentially a constant, as long as the external magnetic field remains constant at least. 
Given that the zero-level of the energy is arbitrary, I can then ignore that term. Therefore I 
will from now on refer to �y simply as �. 

�� �����(������)!������*������)(��������������
���
�������*�

The Hartree energy of a single electron under a Dirac interaction potential is as follows: 

IW�+� � O??@A�U"#���U�U"#X���U�Y#X�X�X#X (2.8) 

Y#� � �H Z @ +8:[ �)� +� &�A)
\

�C6 � @ +8: �)� +� &�A)6
�C \ ] (2.9) 

Where Y#�  is the number of electrons per unit length of the wire and +8:[ �)� +� &� and +8: �)� +� &� are the Fermi-Dirac (FD) distributions for electrons of positive and negative 
k-value respectively. (See Appendix B for more details.) The Hartree energy for a specific 
electron is dependent only on the band n and not spin or k-value, though it is dependent on the 
distribution and states of all the other electrons within the wire. 

�� �����+,���&�������)(��������������
���
�������*�

The exchange energy for electrons under a Dirac interaction potential: 

I
��+� &� � O?@A�U"#���U�U"#X���U�Y#X�#X (2.10) 

This term is dependent of electron band and spin, and according to this expression the 
exchange energy depends only on the distribution of same spin electrons. Taking the total 
interaction energy,  IW�+� 0 I
��+� &�, will show that it is dependent only on electrons of 
opposite spin. 

IW�+� 0 I
��+� &� � <O?@A�U"#���U�U"#X���U�Y#X �#X (2.11) 

If the system is polarized it means that there is no interaction energy, something that could 
potentially cause the system to prefer a spin polarized state rather than a degenerate. 
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�� � ���(������)!������*������)	
��
������������
���
�������*�

The Hartree energy term under a Coulomb interaction: 

IW�+� � ��GHII6??Y#^�^@A�A�XU"#���U�U"#^��X�U�-+ _�� 0 �M�� � G�6��� 0 �M�� `�^#^ (2.12) 

Like in the Dirac case the Hartree energy is dependent only on n, and not � or k. The 
singularity in the expression is handled numerically by adding a small positive constant to the 
denominator within the argument for the logarithm. 

�� �-���+,���&�������)	
��
������������
���
�������*�

The exchange energy term under a Coulomb interaction potential: I
��)� +� &� �
� � �H ��GHII6?Z @ A)X+8:[ �)M� +M� &�@ababXcd�b�cd^�bX�cd^�b�cd�bX�\

�^C6
e

#^ *f6�U�) 0 )X��� 0 �X�U� 0 f6 gh�) 0 )X� g.�� 0 �X�� � G�6�ihi, �
� @ A)X+8: �)M� +M� &�@ababXcd�b�cd^�bX�cd^�b�cd�bX�6
�^C \

e*f6�U�) 0 )X��� 0 �X�U� 0 f6 gh�) 0 )X� g.�� 0 �X�� � G�6�ihi,j

(2.13) 

where f6��� is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the second kind. Again there 
is a singularity when the argument to the Bessel function is zero which is handled by adding a 
small positive constant. This expression is quite complicated, with three variables of 
integration and dependence on the k-value now as well as n and � making it hard to predict its 
effect on the interaction energy. Also, because of the dependence of k-value the bands will no 
longer be parabolic either. 

��-���	
����������

Conductance is calculated in two forms, AC conductance, kDF, and DC conductance, k:F. AC 
conductance is also often referred to as differential conductance: 

k:F � l97: (2.14) 

kDF � AlA97: (2.15) 

where I is the current. In an ohmic material these two properties would be the same given 
the linear dependence of VSD but since that linear dependency no longer exist they need to be 
considered separately. In experiments they would be obtained by use of DC and AC bias 
potentials directly but since my calculations are done on static cases (i.e. DC) the DC 
conductance is no problem, but  I will need a special method for the AC conductance. In both 
cases I begin by calculating the current, followed by dividing it by VSD to obtain GDC. To 
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obtain GAC I calculate the current for multiple values of VSD and then take the derivative 
numerically. 

��-�����	�������

The current is obtained starting with the current density expression [1]: 

mL�no� � (��p�� �q�rNq 0 qrNq�� (2.16) 

q�no� � "#����!�� q��no� � "#���� !��
rNq�no� � sp)"#����!��"#X����!��t u rNq��no� � s0p)"#���� !��"#X���� !��t u

mL�no� � (��p��s"#���� !��p)"#����!�� � "#����!��p)"#���� !��"#���� !��"#X����!�� 0 "#����!��"#X���� !��t u � ()�� �U"#���U��v (2.17) 

where e is the electron charge, m* is the electron effective mass and q and q�  are the 
electron wave function as well as electron wave function conjugate. Integrating over y will 
provide the current generated by a single electron with wave-number k. To get the total 
current through the wire I also have to sum up over all electrons. I ignore vector notation from 
now on since all current goes in the x-direction. 

l�)� w @x���A� � ()�� � (2.18) 

l � ? l�)�D7E � �H (���??@) y +8:�)�A)�# (2.19) 

where +8:�)� is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. To get the conductance I afterwards divide 
by VSD or take the derivative through numerical approximation based on the finite number of 
points for VSD under which I calculate the system state and current. 

��-���������'�������
����
��
���
����������

Setting the temperature to zero and integrating (2.18) between the occupation limits given by 
(2.20) and (2.21), which provide the limits in k-space for which the bands are occupied on 
either side of the k-axis, yields the result in (2.22). An assumption made in (2.20) and (2.21) 
is that the electron bands are parabolic, which is the case for a Dirac interaction potential, but 
not for a Coulomb interaction potential. 

)z{�#�� �
|}~
}�����(� *'� � �9��� 0 �t+&, *'� � �9��� 0 �t+&, � t

t *'� � �9��� 0 �t+&, � t
e (2.20) 
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)z!##�� �
|}~
}�0����(� *'� 0 �9��� 0 �t+&, *'� 0 �9��� 0 �t+&, � t

t *'� 0 �9��� 0 �t+&, � t
e (2.21) 

The 0 alternative is for when the expression under the square-root sign is negative. VSD is 
in this case bias potential in Volt, rather than Electron Volt and �t#� is the energy level of the 
ground state (k = 0) for electrons in the spin band specified by state n and �. 

l � �H (���?? @ )A)�������

��������# � �H (���??�)�� ��������
�������

�# � � �H (���??g)z{�#�� � 0 )z!##�� �i�# (2.22) 

Each spin band that has electrons moving in both directions will provide the following 
current and conductance: 

l�+� &� � � �H (��� ����(� *'8 � �97:� 0 �t#�, 0 ���(� *'8 0 �97:� 0 �t#�,� � �H ��( 97: � ��� 97: (2.23) 

k:F � l97: � ��� (2.24) 

kDF � AlA97: � ��� (2.25) 

 where (2.24) and (2.25) are seen to correspond to the Landauer expression, with a 
conductance of exactly t�� � ��� ��  for each occupied spin band. 

If a spin band is occupied with electrons moving in only one direction ()z!##�� � t) the 
current becomes as follows: 

l�+� &� � � �H (��� *���(� *'� � �9��� 0 �t+&, 0 t, � �� *'� � �9��� 0 �t+&, (2.26) 

This expression depends on the difference between '8  and �t#�  which can make current 
and conductance difficult to predict since '8 0 �t#�  typically depends on the bias potential as 
well. GDC will depend on '8 0 �t#� and GAC will depend on the differential of �t#� (as long as 
EF is constant it will disappear in differentiation and only the derivative of �t#�  remains). 
However, if the band level �t#� remains constant as VSD changes the differential conductance 
GAC becomes 

kDF � AlA97: � ���� (2.27) 

This corresponds to a conductance of t��� � ��� ��  but requires that the energy level of the 
occupied band remains unchanged. Equation (2.11) shows that for a Dirac interaction 
potential there is no interaction between electrons of the same spin, so if there is only one type 
of electrons within the wire, then �t#� will remain constant. Thus, if the bias potential causes 
all electrons in the wire to travel in the same direction, and if those electrons are all of only 
one spin type, then the conductance should be 0.25. Numerical calculations will show that this 
is in fact the case when electrons just begin to populate the wire. 
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My task is to calculate the energy levels for the electron bands as a function of the electron 
interaction, but a problem with doing that is that the energy levels are dependent on the 
electron population of the wire, which cannot be known unless the energy levels are already 
known. 

The solution is to do the calculations self consistently. It begins by assuming a specific 
state for the energy band levels, which is almost certainly incorrect, and running the 
calculations based on those. This gives new results for the band levels that should be better 
than the last and the calculations are repeated until the results in two consecutive iterations are 
the same within a specified tolerance level, that result is then accepted. 

I have performed these calculations using a program written by myself in C++, using only 
my own code and the standard C++ libraries. Once the calculations were done, the results 
were exported to MatLab where they were plotted. 
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In this chapter I will present my results regarding how the electron and spin bands in the wire 
populate under various conditions such as bias potentials, magnetic fields and confinement 
potentials. The calculations presented in this chapter are done with a Dirac interaction 
potential. Calculations and comparisons with a Coulomb potential will be handled in chapter 
5. Also, the results in this chapter will focus on how the bands populate, conductance will be 
handled in the next chapter. 
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When performing the self-consistent calculations for the quantum wire it can be seen that the 
electrons in the wire will spontaneously spin split due to the electron interactions. The results 
of such calculations performed for the four lowest electron bands are shown in figure 3.1 
below where the red and blue lines show the ground state energy levels for spin up and down 
electron bands respectively as a function of the Fermi energy for different bias potentials. The 
diagonal green lines are the chemical potentials, plotted for reference, the solid green line is 
the Fermi energy and the dashed green lines are the chemical potentials for electrons moving 
in forward and backwards directions respectively which separate from each other as a bias 
potential is applied and increased. As long as an electron band is located below the chemical 
potential then that band is occupied, if it lies above the chemical potential, then that band is 
empty. There is some variation from this, due to temperature. The plots show that as the 
chemical potential reaches an electron band then that band will become spin split, along with 
all other bands, whether they are populated or not. As the chemical potential increases it will 
extend to the elevated spin band and at that point the electrons again become spin degenerate 
and will remain so until the chemical potential reaches the next electron band. When a bias 
potential is applied it is seen that the same behavior appears for electrons on either side of the 
k-axis seperately so that each polarization region will split in two regions, each forming as 
each directional subband becomes populated, separated by a spin degenerate region where the 
electrons in the topmost occupied band all move in the same direction. 
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Figure 3.1 – Plots showing the electron and spin band ground state energies for the first four electron bands against 
the Fermi energy at different bias potentials VSD. All these plots are done with a Dirac interaction potential, at a 
temperature of 50mK and without a magnetic field. �� is 1meV and a gamma factor multiplier of 1.5. The areas 
where the bands are split into ‘bubbles’ is where the electrons have become spin split, forming a ferromagnetic state. 
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3 shows in greater detail how the band splitting and electron population 
occur within the first electron band as the bias potential is increased. 
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Figure 3.2 – Detailed plots of the first electron band energy levels and how they will spontaneously split under a bias 
potential. The bands split in a number of polarization regions that are labeled by A to G. The corresponding spin 
band populations are shown in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 – Images a) to g) shows schematically the way the spin bands populate in the corresponding polarization 
regions in figure 3.2. The thick lines represent the parts of the bands that are populated. Images h) and i) shows 
partially polarized states that does not form and is shown here only in reference. When the energy levels shift to 
where these states would form the electrons will become spin degenerate instead, changing into states G or F. 

Figure 3.2a) shows the situation when there is no bias potential. When the Fermi energy 
reaches the unoccupied electron band energy level the bands can begin to populate. At that 
point they will also polarize spontaneously in region A and the spin bands are populated 
according to figure 3.3a). As the band is spin polarized in that region one of the spin bands 
becomes populated while the other is empty. In the Dirac case the interaction energy is 
dependent only on electrons of opposite spin, which means that the occupied spin band 
receives no interaction energy and remains fixed, or pinned, at the non-interacting ground 
state level while the unoccupied band is elevated up above the Fermi energy through the 
interaction from the electrons that do occupy the system. In the Dirac case this interaction 
energy is directly proportional to the number of electrons of opposite spin within the system, 
equation (2.11), and with parabolic bands the number of electrons in any occupied band 
increases as a square root when the Fermi energy increases linearly. Eventually the Fermi 
energy reaches the elevated band and the system can no longer remain fully spin polarized. 
But instead of becoming partially polarized the spin splitting disappears and the system 
instead becomes degenerate within region B. 

As a bias potential is applied the polarization region A is divided into three regions marked 
by C, D and E, and with a sufficient potential they will also be separated by the degenerate 
region G. C forms when the chemical potential for electrons travelling in the forward 
direction reaches the electron bands. It is essentially the same as A, but in this state the wire 
only contains electrons moving in the forward direction. As long as the bias potential is large 
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enough to clearly define this region it is then unaffected by any further increase of the bias 
potential, other than moving it towards lower Fermi energies. The shape and size remains the 
same. This is due to the population and polarization of the bands depending only on µS and 
not directly on EF or VSD. 

Region G is spin degenerate and forms between C and D. Like C it only has electrons 
moving in one direction but is degenerate instead and apart from the size of this region and 
how far it extends it is independent of the bias potential. This state will persist until the Fermi 
energy gets large enough for a  fully polarized region such as D to form or, if that one cannot 
form, the partially polarized region E will form once the chemical potential for electrons 
moving in the backwards direction reaches the level of the electron bands. 

In D only one spin type is present, the electrons are fully spin polarized, but there are 
electrons moving in both directions. As the bias potential increases the region where this state 
can be maintained becomes smaller until it disappears entirely as seen in 3.2. While this 
region becomes smaller with increased bias it will be maintained for as long as it can. It will 
be formed as soon as the chemical potential for electrons moving against the potential 
becomes large enough for electrons to travel against the potential in a completely spin 
polarized state and ends when µS becomes large enough to reach the unoccupied spin band. 

When in D the Fermi energy is increased further so that the upper spin band will have to be 
occupied the system changes state to the partially polarized state E. As seen in 3.3e) this state 
has electrons of both spin types moving in the forward direction, but only one type of spin 
going backwards. The partial polarization can be maintained as the directional subband for 
electrons travelling backwards is fully polarized. As electrons of both spin types are present 
now, it will also bring the two spin bands closer to each other than they were in D. On the 
other hand, if the bias potential is large enough, no D region will be able to form, as is seen in 
3.2f). If that is the case then increasing the Fermi energy while in region G will eventually 
bring the chemical potential in the backwards direction, µD, up to the degenerate bands so that 
population can occur in the backwards direction and at this point the bands again split. 

The general conclusion is that the wire will prefer spin split states over degenerate and will 
split as long as it is possible, but it is only possible if at least one directional subband is 
completely polarized. With directional subband I refer to the halves of the electron bands (of 
specific n-value) for electrons of positive respectively negative k-value. 
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As can be seen in figure 3.1c) and d), if the bias potential is high enough, the second band will 
begin to populate in the forward direction at the same time as the first band begins to populate 
in the backwards direction, causing interactions that temporarily increase the splitting. In this 
chapter I will study this behavior in greater detail and figure 3.4 shows this splitting behavior. 
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Figure 3.4 – Figures showing the spin splitting under sufficient bias potential to cause the second electron band to 
become occupied for positive k-values when the first band become occupied for negative k-values. These calculations 
were done at a temperature of 50mK with 0T magnetic field, �� is 1meV and the gamma multiplier is 1. 

It should be noted that region H is the same as G from Figure 3.2, J and F are the same, as 
well as I and E. Figures 3.4a) to d) shows that the polarizations merge together into region M 
in a behavior that is roughly the reverse of how the polarization region split apart within the 
first band. Figures 3.4e) to h) shows region M splitting up again, in a similar way but in 
reverse. Here, as before, any splitting is only possible when at least one directional subband is 
able to maintain full polarization. In effect, it is that fully polarized subband that drives the 
band splitting and when only one out of multiple subbands is able to maintain full 
polarization, then the resulting splitting becomes very small, like in region N. 
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Figure 3.5 – These figures show how the electron bands are populated in the various states as marked in figure 3.4 
above. It shows the two first electron bands with spin splitting in b), d), m), n) and o). The thicker lines are where the 
bands are populated. 
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The conductance features have been shown to be highly temperature dependent. By varying 
the temperature used in my calculations I can test how the polarization depends on 
temperature. Figure 3.6 shows the polarization at different temperatures. 
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Figure 3.6 – Spin splitting over different temperatures and bias potentials. As the temperature increases the various 
features become more diffuse until they disappear entirely, making the results highly temperature dependent. 

As the temperature increases, the bands begin to populate to a greater degree above the 
chemical potential and various polarization features become less sharply defined, with 
smoother transitions between regions until they disappear entirely at sufficiently high 
temperatures, beginning with the C region. The E region will persist at higher temperatures 
before it disappears as well and the polarization region at zero bias potential, A, remains the 
longest. Also, at low temperatures the E region is mostly unaffected by the bias potential, but 
at higher temperatures it is strongly dependant on the bias potential. The C region is still 
unaffected by the potential, as long as it is able to form at all. 

Also worthy of note is that while the system begins to polarize as soon as it becomes 
populated with electrons at low temperature it needs to fill up somewhat at higher 
temperatures before it can become polarized. The polarization region also closes much slower 
and while at low temperatures it closes up completely as soon as the chemical potentials 
crosses band ground states, at high temperatures the system is able to remain spin split even 
though the chemical potential exceeds the band ground state levels for both electron bands, 
like what is seen in figures 3.3 h) and i). 
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Also of interest is how the system is affected by magnetic fields. Applying a magnetic field 
would cause Zeeman splitting as well as other modifications on confinement potentials and 
frequencies. For the purpose of this work, I consider only magnetic fields parallel to the wire, 
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thereby having to avoid the issues of charged particles moving in magnetic fields. The choice 
of the magnetic field vector potential also means that I can ignore any frequency shifts 
leaving only the Zeeman splitting to consider (See Chapter 2 and Appendix A). 

Figure 3.7 – Plots of the band splitting under moderate magnetic fields. For all images the temperature is 100mK, 
magnetic field is 0.5T, �� is 1meV and the gamma multiplier is 1. Despite the added Zeeman splitting that removes 
any degeneracy the bands will still split in the same manner as in figure 4.2 and with the same subbands populated as 
seen in figure 3.3, the only major difference is that the electrons are no longer degenerate in states B, F and G. Note 
that those regions maintain a splitting that is larger than just the Zeeman splitting. 

As can be seen in figure 3.7, despite the added Zeeman splitting, there will still be 
spontaneous spin splitting in much the same way as without magnetic fields present. And 
even though there are no longer any degenerate regions the spontaneous splitting generated 
will help to ensure that the bands populate in the same pattern as without any magnetic field. 
Note that the above image only shows the splitting in the first band under moderate magnetic 
fields. There are a number of other interesting features at higher magnetic fields as multiple 
bands interact, as described below. 
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Figure 3.8 – Plots of the spin splitting of the first three bands at a moderate magnetic field of 1T and a strong 
magnetic field of 4.5T. Temperature is 100mK, �� is 1meV and the gamma multiplier is 1. As can be seen, at high 
magnetic field the spin bands swap places and the up-spin band from the second electron band interact with the 
down-spin band from the first band in the same way as up and down spin from the first band interact at low magnetic 
fields. 

In figure 3.8 plots of the band splitting of multiple bands under moderate and large 
magnetic fields is shown. In the case of the large magnetic fields, images 3.8d) to f) the spin 
bands from different electron bands have swapped places due to interactions and the up spin 
band from the second electron band populates before the down spin band from the first 
electron band. Note also the similarity in patterns between spin bands of different harmonic 
oscillator states at high magnetic field to those of spin bands of same harmonic oscillator state 
at low magnetic field. 
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I also study the consequences of modifying the external confinement potential, ��, as well as 
the strength of the interaction potential by applying a multiplier to the gamma value in the 
Dirac potential. The confinement potential parameter relates to the width of an experimental 
wire, controlled by the physical width of the split gate as well as the experimental gate 
potential between the metal gate and the electron gas layer. The Dirac interaction is an 
approximation, as is the value for the gamma factor that is used, the exact intensity of the 
interaction is affected by the amount of electrostatic screening on the electron gas due to hole 
formations in the n-doped AlGaAs layer as well as surface charges forming on the surface of 
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the heterostructure in response to the internal charge distribution, so testing different 
interaction strengths is of value. 

Figure 3.9 – Splitting with different confinement potentials. The temperature is 50mK. It generates an apparently 
perfect linear scaling of all features this way. 
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Figure 3.10 – Spin splitting under different interaction potential strengths. The temperature is 50mK and �� is 1meV. 
As the interaction potential increases the polarization regions get larger until they merge together with each other. 
Compare also with figure 3.1 where the gamma multiplier is 1.5. 

Modifying the confinement potential shows no significant differences other than an almost 
perfect scaling of the size of all features. With a Dirac potential, the only thing that deviates 
from this perfect scaling is the temperature dependence. The more shallow the confinement 
potential, the more sensitive the system will be to temperature with features becoming less 
defined and even disappearing. 

The strength of the confinement potential on the other hand has a much higher impact on 
the results as the polarization features increase in size until they begin to overlap, creating 
several new polarization regions until, with a sufficiently high interaction they join together 
into a single ferromagnetic phase that continues into high electron densities and likely also at 
much higher temperatures. In general, the temperature sensitivity of the system will also 
decrease as the interaction increases. 
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The way the bands are polarized has been determined and it is of interest to find out its 
influence on conductance. I calculate the conductance from the band population according to 
equations (2.14) and (2.15) using equation (2.19) in chapter 2.5. Figure 4.1 shows the 
polarization and conductance as function of both EF and VSD based on the same calculations 
as in figures 3.2 and 3.3. These results are seen to be similar to experimental results like those 
by Chen and Graham [5],[16]. 

�

Figure 4.1 – Plots of the polarization and conductance in the wire under varying Fermi energy and bias potential. It is 
the same as in figure 3.2 and 3.3 with the same system parameters and marks the same polarization regions C to G. A 
and B are not marked but they lie along D and F at the bottom of the images where the bias potential is 0. a) 
Polarization in percentage of total number of electrons that are up-spin electrons, 0.5 is degenerate and 1 is 
completely polarized. b) DC-conductance GDC in units of 2e2/h. c) Differential conductance, GAC, in units of 2e2/h. d) 
Grayscale plot of the magnitude of the derivative of GAC, dark lines are regions where the conductance changes and 
bright areas are conductance plateaus. 
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The labels used for the various regions correspond to the same ones used in figures 3.2 and 
3.3. Region C has a conductance of almost exactly 0.25 and analytical calculations give that 
in this region the conductance is exactly 0.25 except for some variation caused by temperature 
diffusion (see chapter 2.5.2 for calculations on this). In region G, that in the previous chapter 
has been shown to be spin degenerate, the conductance starts at 0.25 and goes upwards 
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toward about 0.4 before it changes polarization state. In this case analytical calculations of 
conductance using equations (2.15) and (2.26) gives the following results. 

kDF � � AA97: ��� *'� � �9��� 0 �tt��,� � ��� 0 ��� A�tt��A97: (4.1) 

Since the spin bands are degenerate I can multiply the conductance of either band, in this 
case the spin-up band for n=0, with 2 instead of calculating them separately and adding them 
together. In this case the conductance becomes 0.5 minus something more that is dependent 
on the derivative of the band level. From the plots in figure 3.2 it can be seen that for constant 
Fermi energy, EF, the band level will increase as the bias potential, VSD, increases, making the 
derivative positive. The conductance then becomes 0.5 minus something that is positive, 
nothing more certain can be said directly from (4.1), but it is shown that the conductance is 
less than 0.5. It is the differential term that changes the conductance from 0.5 to about 0.25 
within this region. 

What is interesting is that apart from the dip in conductance right at the interface between 
regions C and G, the conductance is continuous over the transition and also that together 
regions C and G form what is generally considered to be the 0.25 plateau from experimental 
data. My conclusion is that the 0.25 plateau actually consists of two regions instead of one. 
Region C, which I will refer to as 0.25-lower, is spin polarized and region G, which I refer to 
as 0.25-upper, is spin degenerate. 

What must be remembered at this point is that this near perfect fit to a conductance of 0.25 
within the 0.25-lower is due to using a Dirac potential and a very low temperature. Since there 
is no interaction between electrons when using a Dirac potential according to equation (2.11), 
and the low temperature ensuring that there are very few electron in the raised spin band, the 
lower band remains constant within that region. If the temperature is high enough to keep a 
significant population in the raised band, or if the interaction energy depends on electrons of 
same spin, then the energy level would not be able to remain constant and the conductance 
would deviate from 0.25 within that region. 

As 0.25-upper is spin degenerate one might argue that applying a magnetic field to create 
Zeeman splitting would create a further halving of the step. But this half-0.25 feature would 
have occurred within what is now the C region if it hadn’t been spin split. In fact, if a 
magnetic field is applied it would form this half-step as a C region with conductance 0.25, 
generated by Zeeman splitting instead of spontaneous splitting. Also, if splitting does not 
occur within C, and G extends from when the bands began to populate, which is the case if 
the temperature is high enough, then the 0.25-upper region would have conductance values 
extending continuously from 0 and up so no half-step would be visible anyway. The 
conditions under which the splitting in C ends and the system state changes to that of G seems 
to ensure that the conductance in 0.25-upper is more or less exactly 0.25 at this point. 

What actually defines the conductance in the regions isn’t the spin splitting itself, but 
rather which spin and directional subbands that are occupied, according to equation (2.19). 
The calculations that I performed on the wire under the effect of magnetic fields (see figure 
3.7) shows that in region G the same general occupation, with electrons of both spin types, all 
of them moving in the forward direction, occurs even though the bands have now been 
Zeeman split. The G region is also still bordered by regions that have been additionally split 
due to interactions and ensure that the same type of populations and conductance occur within 
the regions despite the Zeeman splitting results in the system no longer being spin degenerate 
anywhere. 
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Figure 4.2 – Polarization and conductance plots under a magnetic field of 1T and a temperature of 100mK. They are 
the same as 4.1 except with a magnetic field. The polarization plot in a) seems to indicate the C region as wider than it 
really is due to Zeeman splitting and low population in the spin-up band due to temperature diffusion.

As can be seen in figure 4.2 the conductance behaves very much the same under magnetic 
fields as it does without, the only significant difference is that the C and E regions have been 
made wider, at the expense of G, and also that the D region has increased in size. 
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My calculations have also shown that the E region, which has a conductance of roughly 0.85 
and higher, fits reasonably well with the experimentally discovered 0.85 plateau. Figure 3.3e) 
shows that the electron population for this band is one spin band with electrons moving in 
both direction and providing a conductance of 0.5. There is also another half spin band with 
electrons only in one direction which then provides enough additional conductance to bring it 
up to a total of 0.85. Even though I suggest that the conductance in this region is 0.85, it is 
actually closer to 0.9, but still reasonably close to experimental values, and any deviations can 
be explained by imprecisions in the model, or that it is based on an infinitely long wire rather 
than one of finite length. 
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Regions D and F have conductivities of 0.5 and 1. This is easily explained as D is spin split 
with only one spin band occupied and electrons going in both directions, the Landauer 
expression gives the conductance as 0.5 which I also get through my calculations. 
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Experiments performed on long wires also give a 0.5 plateau in the same location, but in the 
experimental data it is only present with an applied external magnetic field or with near 0 bias 
potential, I find a very distinct 0.5 plateau without magnetic fields and with larger bias 
potentials. 

In region F the bands are degenerate with electrons in both bands travelling in both 
directions which gives a conductance of 1. Even when a magnetic field is applied and the 
bands become Zeeman split both bands will still remain occupied in the same manner, 
yielding the same conductance. 
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There have also been other features seen in experiments performed on quantum wires, like the 
0.7 feature and the Zero Bias Anomaly. It has been suggested [10],[11] that the 0.7 feature is 
in fact the same as my 0.5 pleatuea, but for short wires. When the wire is short enough the 
conductance will be increased slightly due to electrons tunneling through the wire using the 
elevated and unoccupied spin band. For a long wire this tunneling effect will be negligible, 
but in a shorter wire it would have a noticeable impact. My calculations are performed on an 
infinitely long  wire and does not take tunneling into consideration so my results will not 
show this. As for the zero-bias anomaly, I see no indication of it, and neither can I expect to. 
Whatever causes it must affect the chemical potential in some way and since I control it 
directly there is no way that I could possibly see that kind of shift in chemical potential, 
populations or conductance. 
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So far all the results presented have been performed with the Dirac interaction potential. 
While it is a good approximation for two-dimensional electron gases under sufficient 
electrostatic screening it is still just an approximation. Such an electrostatic screening of the 
gas could potentially be generated by holes in the n-doped AlGaAs layer or through the 
formation of surface charges on the heterostructure surface but would such screening be 
enough. I do not take the Dirac approximation for granted, instead I have performed some 
limited calculations using the Coulomb interaction for comparative purposes. The reason I 
didn’t do all the calculations with a Coulomb interaction potential is because of time 
constraints since these calculations take much longer to perform than with the Dirac 
interaction potential, but also because there were computational problems that limited the 
quality of the results. Therefore I limit myself to a few calculations with a Coulomb potential 
to show the general similarities and differences. 
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In my calculations I use a Coulomb interaction with mirror charges present, it is both a 
necessity in order to avoid infinite energy from the interaction and also to simulate actual 
effects due to mirror charges in the heterostructure surface and a positive charge distribution 
in the n-doped AlGaAs layer. I use only one layer of mirror charges though, placed at a 
distance of 2z0 from the main charge distribution. Below in equation (5.1) is the expression 
for this potential in two dimensions. 

=F����� � ��GHIIt _ .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� 0 .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�` (5.1) 

Figure 5.1 shows images of such Coulomb potentials in one dimension for different values 
of z0 and from now on I will also refer to such Coulomb potentials with mirror charges as 
screened Coulomb potentials. 
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Figure 5.1 – Plots of one dimensional coulomb potentials screened by mirror charges according to equation 5.1. I also 
include plots of unscreened and Dirac potentials for reference. It can be seen that as z0 gets smaller the interaction 
potential approaches that of a Dirac potential 

The images show that for very small values of z0 (in the order of 5 nm or less) the screened 
Coulomb potential approaches that of a Dirac potential so it would seem that in this situation 
a Dirac potential would be effective. With higher values for z0 the interaction would not only 
be stronger, but it also reaches over longer distances. Along the length of the wire this might 
not mean so much since it is modeled as infinitely long and invariant lengthwise. However in 
the lateral direction there is a variation in the electron density which may cause a change in 
the result. As for general strength, that can mostly be adjusted with an appropriate value for 
the �-factor in the Dirac potential. 
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The results plotted in figure 5.2 have been calculated by simply assuming a spin 
polarization and splitting the bands sufficiently to achieve this assumed polarization. These 
results are non-consistent and are made on states that cannot exist so they are not conclusive 
in the respect of polarization in the system. However, since populations have been assumed 
initially and without taking the interactions into account, they will be the same regardless of 
what interaction potential is used or the value of z0. That way I can more clearly see how large 
the interactions become for the different potentials and how it varies over polarization. 
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Figure 5.2 – Total energy of all electrons in the wire (per unit length) acquired through non self-consistant 
calculations performed on the wire. They show the energy of individual terms from the Hartree-Fock expression as 
well as the total energy. Ei is non-interacting energy, Eh is the Hartree term, Eex is the exchange energy term and Etot is 
the total energy. In all cases the Fermi energy is 1meV and the bias potential is 0.5meV. The confinement potential 
parameter �� is 1meV and there is no magnetic field and no temperature in the calculations. The polarization is then 
assumed and is defined as the percentage of up spin electrons, 0.5 is degenerate and 1 is completely polarized. a) 
Coulomb interaction with z0 = 80nm. b) Coulomb interaction with z0 = 20nm. c) Coulomb interaction with z0 = 5nm. d) 
Dirac potential, with multiplier of 1.  

The plots show single electron energies, interaction energies as well as total energy of 
electrons over different polarization levels. One thing that is initially seen is that with a Dirac 
potential, all interaction energy disappears as the system becomes fully polarized. Electrons 
only interact with electrons of opposite spin. With a Coulomb potential there is still some 
interaction energy even in a fully polarized system. 

It is also seen that the interaction energy is proportionally much higher with a Coulomb 
interaction. With a value for z0 of 3-5 nm the interaction becomes roughly the same as in the 
Dirac case but for higher values it increases significantly. Even though the proportions 
between single electron energy and interaction energy are very different for Dirac and 
Coulomb potentials, as well as with using different z0 values, the total energy is able to 
maintain the same qualitative behavior. 
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Looking at the way the electrons spin-polarize with a Coulomb interaction when using self-
consistent calculations (like in chapter 3), will yield a spin polarization behavior that is 
qualitatively similar to those for Dirac potentials. Figure 5.3 shows those results. 

Note that those calculations are performed only with low values for z0 and at zero 
temperature, increasing the value of z0 turned out to give very poor results. Computational 
errors resulted in a failure to reach adequate self-consistency and I was unable to read 
anything significant at all out of the results. It is my belief that the fault was due to my 
assumption of parabolic bands, something which is no longer true for a Coulomb potential. 
Equation (2.13) shows that the exchange energy is dependent on the k-value which will cause 
the bands to change shape. Although it would have been possible to correct this band shape, I 
didn’t have the time to do so within the limits of this project. It would have added some very 
extensive computer calculations to a problem that was already very time consuming. The 
calculations are also performed without temperature since any attempt to introduce it made 
the calculations more time consuming as well, and also gave bad results for even lower values 
of z0. 
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Figure 5.3 – Band splitting with a Coulomb interaction potential with a screening length z0 of 5nm and �� of 1meV. 
Some retouching was done to eliminate computational anomalies. The bands spin split in much the same way that 
they did when using a Dirac interaction potential. 

As seen the band splitting occur in very much the same way as it did for a Dirac potential, 
forming the same spin split regions and as such similar conductance behavior can be 
expected. The results are not identical and since interaction energy is no longer independent 
of electrons of same spin the energy level of the occupied band isn’t pinned down as 
completely as with the Dirac potential, instead it increases slowly as the population of it 
increases. Also, those calculations performed at higher values for z0 seem to suggest that the 
energy level for this band increases faster with higher values. The results presented in figure 
5.2 would also seem to confirm this as the total interaction energy for polarized systems is 
seen to increase as z0 increases. But due to poor results when increasing z0 I have been unable 
to examine this properly. The polarized regions will also become larger with a Coulomb 
potential and an increased value of z0. 
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While at first glance the results seem similar with the Dirac and Coulomb potentials, some 
differences appeared when I modified the confinement potential ��. With a more shallow 
potential, i.e. a lower value for ��, some new partial polarization regions appeared in a 
manner that was not seen with a Dirac potential. 
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Figure 5.4 – Same as 5.3, except �� has been set to 0.5meV, making the confinement potential more shallow. New 
polarization features reveal themselves now, of particular note is the additional partial polarization region present at 
Fermi energies higher than that of the main polarization region. Some retouching has been done to eliminate 
computational anomalies. 

As can be seen in figure 5.4 an additional polarization region forms at higher Fermi 
energy. Figure 3.9 shows the results when modifying the confinement potential while using 
the Dirac interaction potential where nothing is seen of these new features. There is also 
additional splitting on the main polarization region, even to the part where the total interaction 
energy becomes negative, driving the energy level of the occupied band down below the non-
interacting level. What actually happens here is unknown to me at present, one possibility is 
that a spin polarization lattice will form in the lateral direction [17],[18]. My model assumes 
equal polarization across the entire wire, in lateral direction and along its length, so it is 
unable to properly handle such a situation. But there are some additional polarization features 
here; none of which are seen with a Dirac interaction potential. 
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In summation, in this thesis it was shown that the bands will spontaneously polarize in limited 
regions, and when a bias potential is applied these polarization regions will split up and 
become separated by degenerate regions. The system is highly sensitive to temperature and as 
such, these polarizations will only be seen at low temperatures. Conductance appears in steps 
of 0.25 and 0.85 as well as 0.5 in manners consistent with experimental data and these 
features were seen to be due to the spontaneous spin splitting. The 0.5 step can be assumed to 
be of the same origin as the 0.7 feature with the difference in conductance being due to the 
length of the wire. It is of special interest that the 0.25 plateau is seen to consist of two 
regions. One part, the 0.25-lower, which has almost exactly a conductance of 0.25*2e2/h, is 
fully spin polarized even in the absence of external magnetic fields. The other part, the 
0.25-upper, which has a conductance of about 0.25*2e2/h to 0.4*2e2/h but is still part of the 
experimental 0.25 plateau, is seen to be degenerate in the absence of a magnetic field. 
Calculations also show that even in the presence of a magnetic field the spontaneous splitting 
that is added to the Zeeman-splitting behaves in very much the same way as without external 
magnetic fields and yields the same pattern in the conductance plateaus. This is consistent 
with experiments which have shown little to no effect of magnetic fields on these conductance 
plateaus. 

Calculations show strong ridges and valleys in the conductance between all the 
conductance plateaus, which are not seen clearly in experimental data, especially for the 
border between the 0.25-lower and 0.25-upper plateaus. This may be due to a lack of 
resolution in the experimental measurements , or there may be some other effect that 
smoothes out the way the current is affected as the electrons shift from being spin split to 
degenerate. 
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The work that I have done can be added on by others by working with more realistic 
confinement potentials, calculating it by use of the Poisson equations on the electrostatic 
boundary conditions that arise. Calculations on finite length wires could also be of interest to 
see what consequences the length of the wire has on the results, experiments have revealed 
some differences at least. My work with a Coulomb interaction was very limited but it did 
reveal some polarization features that were not present when a Dirac potential was used. 
Further analysis of these polarization features, if they are related to spin polarization lattices 
as well as the consequences of bias potentials on them, could provide interesting results. 
Doing these calculations with a Coulomb interaction would likely require either lots of time 
or the use of super-computers because of the time consuming integrations involved, 
integrations that have to be performed multiple times, both for the self-consistent steps as well 
as for multiple input parameters. 

There is also future work that can be done in experimental areas, primarily attempts to 
verify my results regarding the 0.25 plateau, which appears to be two regions, rather than one. 
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Potential applications for these results lie within spintronics, for instance as spin filters. If the 
electrons within the wire automatically polarize under specific potentials then they can be 
injected into quantum dots and it is certain that they are all of the same spin. And if the 0.25 
really consists of two regions, then a small alteration of the bias or gate potential will 
immediately switch the electrons between being of one type or equal amount of both. 
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Calculations of the wave functions are done from the Shrödinger equation. It is not 100% 
accurate since it only takes external potential into consideration and not the potential 
generated by the electron distribution, but it will be close enough and the wave functions will 
have a nice form that will be independent of the electron density. Having a wave function 
fixed means that I won’t have to solve the Hartree-Fock equations as a differential equation. 

The wire is running in the x-direction and is confined in y and z direction by parabolic 
confinements (harmonic oscillator potentials). 

I use the Hamiltonian with respect to magnetic fields (not considering spin for now): =�� � '�� (A.1) 

=� � ��� ��� 0 ��L�� � 	
�� <<< <<<�� � 0p(rN<<< <<<�o � rN � �L� (A.2) 

	
�� � �������� � ��������� (A.3) 

=� is the single-electron Hamiltonian in a magnetic field �o  with vector potential (gauge) �L, ��  is the momentum operator and 	
��  is the external confinement potential, in this case 
harmonic oscillator potentials in y- and z-directions. The wire is considered infinitely long so 
the electrons are free in the x-direction. ��  is the effective mass and ��  and ��  are 
parameters of the confinement potential (frequencies of harmonic oscillator). 

The magnetic field can be directed in a number of different ways. It can be perpendicular 
to the wire (y- or z-direction), or it can be parallel to the wire (x-direction). 

��������&����������������������
�0���7��N � ��v�
By the definition of the vector potential as �o � rN � �L there can be several choices for it. For 
instance: �L � ����<=� � ��� �0p(rN 0 ������� � 	
�� �

� ��� _0(� ����� 0 (� ����� � *0p( ��� 0 ���,�` � 	
�� �� ��� *0(�rN� � ����b� � ��(��b   ¡, � 	
��
(A.4) 

�L � 0����<<<=� � ��� _0(� ����� � *0p( ��� � ���,� 0 (� �����` � 	
�� �� ��� *0(�rN� � ����¡� 0 ��(��¡   b, � 	
��
(A.5) 
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�L � 0����� <� �����=� � ��� _0(� ����� � *0p( ��� � � ���,� � *0p( ��� 0 ���,�` � 	
�� �� ��� *0(�rN� � G ����b� � �(��b   ¡ � G ����¡� 0 �(��¡   b, � 	
��
(A.6) 

Either of these vector potentials are equally valid. The complex terms represent magnetic 
coupling between the confinements in y- and z-direction. This coupling is rather weak due to 
the large difference between sublevels in y- and z-directions �� 5 ��  in any reasonable 
situation (��¢�£�<��9�<<<��¢���9). For that reason those terms can be ignored [12] 
making the equation separable. 

Using the gauge and Hamiltonian according to (A.5) along with parabolic external 
confinement potentials in the form of equation (A.3) will yield the following Hamiltonian 
(without spin) 

=� � ��� �0(�¤o� � ������� � �������� � �������� �
� 0 (���� ¤o� � �������� � ������� � �/���� (A.7) 

Where �/ � h
3z�h is the cyclotron frequency. This equation is separable and it will be easy 

to obtain both wave function and single electron energies (with spin introduced) as ����� ��� �� �� � � !��"#���$����%�&� (A.8) 

'���� � (�)���� � *+ � �, (�� � *- � �,(.��� ��/� � �123�& (A.9) 

where "#��� is the n-order harmonic oscillator wave function in the y-direction and $����
is the l-order harmonic oscillator wave function in the z-direction (with frequency ��� �.��� � �/�). %�&� is the spin-eigenfunction for spinstate �. The wave function is normalized 
to a unit length of the wire.  Given the differences in sublevels in y- and z-directions it can be 
assumed that only the lowest transverse mode $6��� is occupied (l = 0). 

The choice of the magnetic field and gauge is suitable since it will directly affect the spin 
of the electrons without influencing the wave function other than changing the frequency in 
z-direction. Any other choice of magnetic field direction will cause the moving charges in that 
field to experience forces that will shift the wave function center sideways, complicating the 
equations significantly. 

"6��� � *¥�¦H,> �§ � ¨©
ª�ª� ¥� � �����( (A.10) 

">��� � �¥�� * ¥��¦H,> �§ � ¨©
ª�ª� (A.11) 

"���� � QG¥���� 0 �R * ¥�£¦H,> �§ � ¨©
ª�ª� (A.12) 
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"«��� � Q£¥�«�« 0 �¥��R* ¥�G£¦H,> �§ � ¨©
ª�ª� (A.13) 

$6��� � *¥�¦H,> �§ � ¨¬ª�ª� ¥� � ������( (A.14) 

where ®� � .®� �¯�
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Following is the solution for the total energy of the individual electrons including 
electron-electron interactions through the use of the Hartree-Fock approximation. With the 
wave function already known it should be a simple matter of setting up an expression for the 
energy of the quantum wire. 

=>���!�� � ? @A����B����=� �����B����!��BCD7E 0 ? @A����B����=�BCD7E �����!����B�� � '!�!��� (B.1) 

=>�� is the single particle non-interacting Hamiltonian for a particle in external potentials 
only (the same Hamiltonian as in the Shrödinger equation). =�����  is the two-electron 
interaction potential, using both a Coulomb potential, =F�����, as well as a Dirac potential,  =:�����. 

=F����� � ��GHII6 UKL 0 KLMU (B.2) 

=:����� � OP�KL 0 KLM�S O � �H (���� � H(��� (B.3) 

Where KL  and KLM  are the vector positions of the two interacting electrons. With spatial 
distribution in the z-direction ignored and with mirror charges reflected in the heterostructure 
surface located at height �6 above the electron gas the Coulomb interaction (B.2) changes to 

=F����� � ��GHIIt _ .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� 0 .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�` (B.4) 

Mirror charges are located at height 2�6 above the electron gas. Indices i and j for � refers 
to different wave functions (differences in k, n and � in this case), the numbers in parentheses 
refers to different particles (defined by its position vector distribution, it’s a wave function, 
not a classical particle). The first term in (B.1) is the single electron term, as affected by 
external potentials only. The second term is the direct Hartree term, with particle 1 for wave 
function i and particle 2 for wave function j, as such the i and j indices in the Hartree term 
may as well refer to the particles. The third term is the exchange term, which is due to 
permutation symmetry, it is really a correction to the hartree term. As will be seen it is non-
zero only when particles 1 and 2 have the same spin and it will serve to reduce the energy of 
any electron based on the number of electrons of same spin. The summation is over j=ASN

(All States and Numbers), a summation over all the occupied states in the system. 
By multiplying both sides with �!��� and integrating over (1) the following equation for 

the energy of a single electron with wave function �! and spatial distribution (1) is arrived at 
(assuming all wave functions normalized). 

'! � T�°��U=>��U�°��V � ? T�°���±���U=�����U�°���±���VBCD7E 0
0 ? T�°���±���U=�����U�±���°���VBCD7E

(B.5) 

or    '! � I! � IW 0 I
�
with I! - single particle energy, IW - Hartree energy, I
� - exchange energy, each referring 

to one of the three terms in the total energy expression (B.5). This is the total energy of a 
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single electron of state i and spatial distribution (1) under both external potential and 
interaction from all other electrons in the system.

In the calculations below, index i and particle (1) use un-primed variables while index j
and particle (2) use primed variables. Variables k, n, � for wave function �!, variables k’, n’, 

�’ for wave function �B , variables x, y, z for particle (1) and variables x’, y’, z’ for particle (2).
Since I neglect spatial distribution in z-direction, neither z nor z’ will be present in the 
calculations. 

Summation over all states and numbers is a summation over all occupied k-states for both 
spin as well as any n-bands that are occupied. Since the k-spectrum is continuous this means 
integration over the Density Of States (DOS) as a function of k. For a collection of fermions 
in a one-dimensional quantum wire the DOS will be 

+>:�)� � ²�H 
��³���� ´��µ¶ �  (B.6) 

where the Fermi-Dirac distribution was used, also with a quantum wire of unit length. Here 
Ei(k) is the energy of a single electron state, � is the chemical potential, kB is Boltzmann’s 
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. This expression is also a function of n and � since '!�)� is dependent on those. Assuming parabolic bands 
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where 

+8:[ �)� +� &� � 
�*·6��[(ª�ª�z�[¸����� ³¹ º»¼� ,�µ¶ � 

� ) � t
(B.8) 

+8: �)� +� &� � 
�*·6��[(ª�ª�z�[¸����� ³¹[º»¼� ,�µ¶ � 

� ) À t
(B.9) 

and �t#� are the calculated ground states of the electron bands, EF is the Fermi Energy and 
VSD is the Source-Drain bias potential. Á#��)� is a correction term for the band shape and is 
defined in relation to parabolic bands with Á#��t� � t , each band has its own correction 
function and is dependent on the total electron distribution (including the band shape) and has 
to be calculated self-consistently for each set of system parameters and band splitting. l�+� &� )� is an arbitrary expression dependant on the electron state over which the summation 
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is performed. Also, should l�+� &� )� be independent of k, or n or � then it can be brought 
outside the appropriate summations, in those cases the following expressions may be of use. 

Y#� � �HZ @ +��� �)� +� &�A)\
�C6 � @ +��0 �)� +� &�A)6

�C \ ] (B.10) 

Y[#� � �H @ +��� �)� +� &�A)\
�C6 (B.11) 

Y #� � �H @ +��0 �)� +� &�A)6
�C \ (B.12) 

They give the electron density, or the number of electrons per unit length of the quantum 
wire, for electrons of different subbands with no reference to distribution perpendicular to the 
wire. 

These expressions specify that integration should be done over the entire k-axis, this is 
however entirely impractical for numerical calculations, and since the Fermi-Dirac 
distribution goes towards zero very quickly once the chemical potential has been exceeded 
this should not be necessary either. Instead it should be sufficient to set a fixed limit of 
integration, as long as it is far enough outside the of Fermi level. 
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The energy for a single electron without interactions: 

I!�+� )� &� � T�!��U=>��U�!��V � (�)���� � *+ � �, (�� � �(.��� � �/� 0 123�& (B.13) 

is the same as in the Schrödinger equation. The harmonic oscillator wave function in z-
direction is kept in the ground state in all cases, � is either +½ or -½ for up and down spin 
electrons respectively (parallel, anti-parallel). This term is dependent on k, n, � and magnetic 
field strength B but is independent of the choice of interaction potential. 

The expression above is the energy for a single electron, in order to get the total energy for 
all the electrons it will be necessary to sum up over all occupied states and numbers. 
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Ignoring spatial distribution in the z-direction and considering mirror charges reflected in the 
surface of the heterostructure I arrive at the following: 

IW � ? T�!���B���U=�����U�!���B���VBCD7E �
� ��GHII6 ? @A�A�XA�A�X� !��"#���%�&�� !�^�^"#^��X�%�&X�BCD7E_ .�� 0 �X�� � �� 0 �X�� 0 .�� 0 �X�� � �� 0 �X�� � ���6��` �!��"#���%�&��!�^�^"#^��X�%�&X� �� ��GHII6 ? @A�A�XA�A�XU"#���U�U"#^��X�U� _ .�� 0 �X�� � �� 0 �X�� 0 .�� 0 �X�� � �� 0 �X�� � ���6��`BCD7E

(B.14) 
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The eigenspinor %�&� will automatically disappear from the expression since %�&�%�&� � and<%�&M�%�&M� � . This expression is not dependent on spin explicitly, nor of k, but they 
appear in the summation of j=ASN which occur over �’=+½ , -½ and over k’ which is a 
continuous spectrum that differs in range for the spin up and spin down electrons. 

Integrating over x’ first this is the result with symmetric limits around x. P� is the limit in 
difference between x and x’ and not the actual difference between them, and will later be 
allowed to go towards infinity. The integrand is an even function and symmetry exists around 
the point x. 

@ A�M .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M��
��P�
�0P�

� � @ A�M .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M��
��P�
�

�
� � Â-+ g0�� 0 �M� �.�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M��iÃ���P� �� �-+ g0�� 0 � 0 P�� � .�� 0 � 0 P��� � �� 0 �M��i 0

0�-+ g0�� 0 �� � .�� 0 ��� � �� 0 �M��i �
� �-+ gP� �.�P��� � �� 0 �M��i 0 �-+�U� 0 �MU�

(B.15) 

And for mirror charges 

@ A�M .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�
��P�
�0P�
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��P�
�

�
� � Â-+ g0�� 0 �M� � .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�iÃ���P� �� �-+ g0�� 0 � 0 P�� � .�� 0 � 0 P��� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�i 00�-+ g0�� 0 �� � .�� 0 ��� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�i �� �-+ gP� � .�P��� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�i 0 �-+ g.�� 0 �M�� � G�t�i

(B.16) 

Together they make 

@ A�M .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� 0 .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�
��P�
�0P�

�
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(B.17) 

Now there is no dependence on either x or P� in this expression, the integrand is no longer 
explicitly dependant on x and the integration over x only yields a factor L, the length of the 
wire, I integrate over the normalization length, which is unity length, L = 1, and it disappears 
as well. The Hartree term now looks like the following 
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IW�+� � ��GHII6 ? @A�A�XU"#���U�U"#^��X�U�-+ _�� 0 �M�� � G�6��� 0 �M�� `BCD7E �
� ��GHII6?? �H @ +8:�)X� +X� &X�A)�^ @A�A�XU"#���U�U"#^��X�U�-+ _�� 0 �M�� � G�6��� 0 �M�� `�^#^ �

� ��GHII6??Y#^�^@A�A�XU"#���U�U"#^��X�U�-+ _�� 0 �M�� � G�6��� 0 �M�� `�^#^

(B.18)

This is the Hartree energy of a single electron in the quantum wire and it is independent of 
the k-value and spin, but is dependent on the harmonic oscillator state n. And although it is 
not dependant on the electrons k-value, it is dependent of the distribution of electrons. 
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The exchange energy with a Coulomb interaction: I
� � ? T�!���B���U=�����U�B���!���VBCD7E �
� ? @A�A�XA�A�X� !��"#���%>�&�� !�^�^"#^��X�%��&X�Æ=�����Ç�!�^�"#^���%>�&M��!��^"#��X�%��&�BCD7E �

This expression is nonzero if and only if & � &M  since È°�É�È°�ÉM� � t  if  & Ê &X  and È°�É�È°�ÉM� �  if & � &X. 
� ? @ A�A�MA�A�M�0p)�"+����0p)M�M"+M��M�Æ=�����Ç�p)M�"+M����p)�M"+��M�Ë���Ì

�
� ��GHIIt ? @ A�A�MA�A�M�0p�)0)M���0�M�"+���"+M��M�"+M���"+��M�Ë���Ì _ .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� 0 .�� 0 �M�� � �� 0 �M�� � G�t�`

(B.19) 

This expression contains a fourier transform of a quasi one-dimensional Coulomb 
potential. It has the following form [19]: 

@ A� @ A�M� !�� �^��� �^� .�� 0 �X�� � �� 0 �X��
\

 \ � @A��f6�U�) 0 )X��� 0 �X�U� (B.20) 

@ A� @ A�M� !�� �^��� �^� .�� 0 �X�� � �� 0 �X�� � G�6�
\

 \ � @A��f6 gh�) 0 )X� g.�� 0 �X�� � G�6�ihi (B.21) 

where f6��� is the zeroth-order modified Bessel Function of the second kind [20]. The 
variable x no longer appears explicitly and the integral over it reduces to L = 1 when 
integrating over normalization length (unity length). 
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I
��)� +� &� � � ��GHII6 ? @A�A�X"#���"#^��X�"#^���"#��X�BCD7E*f6�U�) 0 )X��� 0 �X�U� 0 f6 gh�) 0 )X� g.�� 0 �X�� � G�6�ihi, �
� � �H ��GHII6?Z @ A)X+8:[ �)M� +M� &�@A�A�X"#���"#^��X�"#^���"#��X�\

�^C6
e

#^ *f6�U�) 0 )X��� 0 �X�U� 0 f6 gh�) 0 )X� g.�� 0 �X�� � G�6�ihi, �
� @ A)X+8: �)M� +M� &�@A�A�X"#���"#^��X�"#^���"#��X�6
�^C \

ef6�U�) 0 )X��� 0 �X�U� 0 f6 gh�) 0 )X� g.�� 0 �X�� � G�6�ihi]

(B.22) 

This is an integration over three variables that has to be handled numerically, it will 
provide the exchange energy of a single electron of state k, n, �. Note that due to the direct 
dependence on k-value the electron bands are no longer parabolic. It is also dependent on the 
distribution of all electrons of same spin. It is far from a trivial expression but should now be 
possible to solve as long as the electron distribution is known, but since the distribution is 
dependent on the exchange energy the distribution and energy has to be solved 
self-consistently. 

�� ������������
��+���&'�)(���������*�

With a Dirac potential the following equations are arrived at for the Hartree (direct) energy: 

IW � ? T�!���B���U=�����U�!���B���VBCD7E �
� ? @AKAKM�!��K��B��KM�OP�K 0 KM��!�K��B�KM�BCD7E � O??@AKJ�! �K�J�Y#X�X�K��X#X

(B.23) 

where 

Y#��K� � �H@ A)+���)� +� &�J�)�+& �K�J� � �H@ A)+���)� +� &��0p)�"+���%�&��p)�"+����%��&� �
� �H J"+���J� Z @ +8:[ �)� +� &�A)

Å
)�t

� @ +8: �)� +� &�A)t
)�0Å

] � J"+���J�Y#� (B.24) 

To complete the expression: 

IW�+� � O??@AKJ���#� �K�J�U"#X���U�Y#X�X�X#X �
� O??@AK� !��"#���%�&��!��"#����%��&�U"#X���U�Y#X�X�X#X � O??@A�U"#���U�U"#X���U�Y#X�X�X#X

(B.25)

Exchange energy done in the same fashion: 
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I
��+� &� � ? T�!���B���U=�����U�B���!���VBCD7E �
� ? @AKAKM�!��K��B��KM�OP�K 0 KM��B�K��!�KM�BCD7E � O?@AKJ�! �K�J�Y#X� �K�#X �

� O?@AKU"#���U�U"#X���U�Y#X�#X

(B.26) 

It is worth noting here that while there is an explicit dependence on k-value in the 
interaction term using the Coulomb potential, there is no such dependence when using a Dirac 
potential. 
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The energy expressions with the Dirac interaction potential contains some integrals of 
wavefunctions of different orders (C.1). These can be solved analytically as follows (C.2) to 
(C.11). 

@A�Ucd�b�U�UcdX�b�U� (C.1) 

+ � tS +X � t @A� *ÍÎ¦Ï,� � �ÐÑªÎª � *ÍÎ¦Ï,�� Ï�ÍÎ� � ÍÎ¦�Ï (C.2) 

+ � S +X � t+ � tS +X � 
@A� �GÍÎ�b� *ÍÎ¦Ï, * ÍÎ�¦Ï, � �ÐÑªÎª� � GÍÎ� *ÍÎ¦Ï, * ÍÎ�¦Ï,@A�Òb�� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �

� GÍÎ� *ÍÎ¦Ï, * ÍÎ�¦Ï, GÍÎ�� Ï�ÍÎ� � *ÍÎ¦Ï, * ÍÎ�¦Ï,� Ï�ÍÎ� � ÍÎ�¦�Ï (C.3) 

+ � S +X �  @A� ÔÕÍÎÖbÖ * ÍÎ�¦Ï,� � �ÐÑªÎª× � ÕÍÎÖ * ÍÎ�¦Ï,�@A�ÒbÖ� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �
� ÕÍÎÖ * ÍÎ�¦Ï,� ØÕÍÎÖ� Ï�ÍÎ� � * ÍÎ�¦Ï,� Ø� Ï�ÍÎ� � Ø ÍÎG¦�Ï (C.4) 

+ � �S +X � t+ � tS +X � �
@A� �*ÍÎ¦Ï, QGÍÎ�b� 0 �R� * ÍÎ£¦Ï, � �ÐÑªÎª� � @A� Ô£ *ÍÎ¦Ï,� QÕÍÎÖbÖ 0 ÕÍÎ�b� � GR� �ÐÑªÎª× �� � *ÍÎ¦Ï,�@A�ÒQGÍÎÖbÖ 0 GÍÎ�b� � R� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �� � *ÍÎ¦Ï,� �GÍÎÖ@A�QbÖ� �ÐÑªÎªR 0 GÍÎ�@A�Qb�� �ÐÑªÎªR �@A�� �ÐÑªÎª� �

� � *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ZGÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ� Ï�ÍÎ� 0 GÍÎ� GÍÎ�� Ï�ÍÎ� �� Ï�ÍÎ�] � Ø£ *ÍÎ¦Ï,�� Ï�ÍÎ� � Ø£ ÍÎ¦�Ï
(C.5) 

+ � �S +X � + � S +X � �

@A� �GÍÎ�b� * ÍÎ�¦Ï, QGÍÎ�b� 0 �R� * ÍÎ£¦Ï, � �ÐÑªÎª� �� *ÍÎ¦Ï,�@A�ÒQGÍÎÙbÙ 0 GÍÎÖbÖ � ÍÎ�b�R� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �
� *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ZGÍÎÙ �ÕGÍÎÙ� Ï�ÍÎ� 0 GÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ� Ï�ÍÎ� � ÍÎ� GÍÎ�� Ï�ÍÎ�] �

� *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ��Õ 0 �Õ � GÕ�� Ï�ÍÎ� � ÚÕ ÍÎ¦�Ï
(C.6) 

+ � �S +X � �
@A� ÔQGÍÎ�b� 0 �RÖ * ÍÎ£¦Ï,� � �ÐÑªÎª× �� Õ * ÍÎ£¦Ï,�@A�ÒQÕÍÎÛbÛ 0 Ø�ÍÎÙbÙ � �GÍÎÖbÖ 0 £ÍÎ�b� � R� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �

� Õ * ÍÎ£¦Ï,� ÔÕÍÎÛ t���ÕÍÎÛ 0 Ø�ÍÎÙ �ÕGÍÎÙ � �GÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ 0 £ÍÎ� GÍÎ� � ×� Ï�ÍÎ� �
� ÕÕG*ÍÎ¦Ï,� �t�Õ 0 �tÕ � Ú�Õ 0 Ø�Õ � ÕÕ�� Ï�ÍÎ� � GÕG ÍÎ¦�Ï

(C.7) 
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+ � ØS +X � t+ � tS +X � Ø

@A� �*ÍÎ¦Ï, Q£ÍÎ«b« 0 �ÍÎbR� * ÍÎG£¦Ï, � �ÐÑªÎª� �� Ø *ÍÎ¦Ï,�@A�ÒQGÍÎÙbÙ 0 �ÍÎÖbÖ � ÜÍÎ�b�R� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �
� Ø *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ÔGÍÎÙ �ÕGÍÎÙ 0 �ÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ � ÜÍÎ� GÍÎ�×� Ï�ÍÎ� �

� Ø *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ��Õ 0 ØÕÕ � ØÕÕ�� Ï�ÍÎ� � �Õ ÍÎ¦�Ï
(C.8) 

+ � ØS +X � + � S +X � Ø

@A� �GÍÎ�b� * ÍÎ�¦Ï, Q£ÍÎ«b« 0 �ÍÎbR� * ÍÎG£¦Ï, � �ÐÑªÎª� �� �Ø *ÍÎ¦Ï,�@A�ÒQGÍÎÛbÛ 0 �ÍÎÙbÙ � ÜÍÎÖbÖR� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �
� �Ø *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ÔGÍÎÛ t���ÕÍÎÛ 0 �ÍÎÙ �ÕGÍÎÙ � ÜÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ×� Ï�ÍÎ� �

� �Ø *ÍÎ¦Ï,� �t�ÕG 0 £tÕG � t£ÕG �� Ï�ÍÎ� � Ø� ÍÎ¦�Ï
(C.9) 

+ � ØS +X � �+ � �S +X � Ø
@A� �QGÍÎ�b� 0 �R� * ÍÎ£¦Ï, Q£ÍÎ«b« 0 �ÍÎbR� * ÍÎG£¦Ï,� �ÐÑªÎª� �� Õ *ÍÎ¦Ï,�@A�ÒQÕÍÎ>6b>6 0 ÕGÍÎÛbÛ � ££ÍÎÙbÙ 0 G£ÍÎÖbÖ � ÜÍÎ�b�R� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �

� Õ *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ÔÕÍÎ>6 ÜG�t�GÍÎ>6 0 ÕGÍÎÛ t���ÕÍÎÛ � ££ÍÎÙ �ÕGÍÎÙ 0 G£ÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ � ÜÍÎ� GÍÎ�×� Ï�ÍÎ� �
� Õ*ÍÎ¦Ï,� �ÜG�ÕG 0 Õ£tÕG � Ø�tÕG 0 �ÚÕÕG � GGÕG �� Ï�ÍÎ� � ��£ ÍÎ¦�Ï

(C.10) 

+ � ØS +X � Ø

@A� �Q£ÍÎ«b« 0 �ÍÎbRÖ * ÍÎG£¦Ï,� � �ÐÑªÎª� �� Ü *ÍÎ¦Ï,�@A�ÒQÕÍÎ>�b>� 0 ÜÕÍÎ>6b>6 � �ÕÍÎÛbÛ 0 �ÕÍÎÙbÙ � £ÍÎÖbÖR� �ÐÑªÎªÓ �� Ü *ÍÎ¦Ï,� ÔÕÍÎ>� tØÜ�GtÜÕÍÎ>� 0 ÜÕÍÎ>6 ÜG�t�GÍÎ>6 �ee��ÕÍÎÛ t���ÕÍÎÛ 0 �ÕÍÎÙ �ÕGÍÎÙ � £ÍÎÖ ØÕÍÎÖ×� Ï�ÍÎ� �
� Ü*ÍÎ¦Ï,� �tØÜ���Õ 0 ��Õ£t��Õ � ��Õ£t��Õ 0 �ÜÕt��Õ � Ø£££��Õ �� Ï�ÍÎ� � GÚ��Õ ÍÎ¦�Ï

(C.11) 

I am using the following definite integral (C.13) and recursive formula (C.12) for the 
integrals themselves [21], the wave functions are detailed in Appendix A. 

@ �z� {�ªA�\
6 � lz � *� 0 �Ý , lz � l6 � �ÞHÝ (C.12) 

@ � �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �l6 � � Ï�ÍÎ� (C.13) 
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@ b�� �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �l� � � GÍÎ� l6 � GÍÎ�� Ï�ÍÎ� (C.14) 

@ bÖ� �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �lÖ � � ØGÍÎ� l� � ØÕÍÎÖ� Ï�ÍÎ� (C.15) 

@ bÙ� �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �lÙ � � �GÍÎ� lÖ � �ÕGÍÎÙ� Ï�ÍÎ� (C.16) 

@ bÛ� �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �lÛ � � ÚGÍÎ� lÙ � t���ÕÍÎÛ� Ï�ÍÎ� (C.17) 

@ b>6� �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �l>6 � � ÜGÍÎ� lÛ � ÜG�t�GÍÎ>6� Ï�ÍÎ� (C.18) 

@ b>�� �ÐÑªÎªA�\
 \ � �l>� � � GÍÎ� l>6 � tØÜ�GtÜÕÍÎ>�� Ï�ÍÎ� (C.19) 
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